
The Urgent Needs Fund is designed to support local residents in a 
time of crisis with funds for essentials such as rent, groceries, car 
repairs, medication and child care. 

United Way is also working for long-term change, lifting people beyond 
poverty while still ensuring their immediate, basic needs are met. 

Working with frontline agencies, 

211 is a hotline connecting local 

people in need with programs 

and services.  

Free │ Confidential │ 24/7/365 

14,087  
people served in 
Goderich & Area  

 

11,090 
people were  

given access to food  

56 
people benefited  

from the Out of the Cold 
program 

4 
men accessed institutional 
visiting and reintegration 

planning  

17 
youth benefited from 

housing and support care 

345 
seniors and those with 

mobility challenges 
connected to the community 

by transportation 

102  
women & their children 
received shelter after 

escaping violence 

48 
individuals & families 

participated in physical/
community activities to 

increase wellness 

1,738   
connected 

 Newcomers 

 Healthcare 

 Counselling 

 Food 

 Government/
Legal 

 Seniors 

 Disabilities 

 Kids Programs 

 Abuse 

 Mental Health 

 Volunteering 

 Family Services 

 Employment 
Training 

 Housing 

 Financial 
Challenges 

251 local residents accessed assistance; 

700+ in total across Perth-Huron 

Rick had been living rough for a long time 
and every year it got a little harder to survive. 
Recently, Rick decided he was ready to make 
a change and entered a local shelter.  

At first, Rick struggled to adjust. He’d been 
on his own for so long, being around so 
many people was overwhelming and Rick 
stopped dropping by. 

When workers from the shelter, and even 
other clients saw him, they encouraged Rick 
to give it another try.  

Now, Rick stays at the shelter regularly. He’s 
grateful for a place to rest, eat a nourishing 
meal and connect with support resources. 
Thanks to a United Way supported partner, 
Rick has the chance to have a brighter future.  

Rick’s Journey 



2,185 people helped in 
Goderich & Area 

 Ensured capacity for remote service 

delivery 

 Financial support for people in crisis 

 Provided food security 

 Counselling for mental wellness 

 Enabled service sector collaboration 

 Bolstered supports for vulnerable 
seniors 

$1,176,077 invested 

12,419 people helped 
across Perth-Huron 

Over the past year, youth have faced greater social isolation leading to 
mental health challenges including depression, anxiety and suicide. The 
Leadership Project is designed to improve youth mental health by 
reengaging them with the place they live through a wide variety of 
leadership development experiences. The goal is for participants to learn 
about themselves and each other, build leadership skills and share those 
skills with other youth, resulting in reduced social isolation and better 
mental health. 

“I would like to thank you for your help 
getting Elison into sports — they are his life! 

It was hard to swallow my pride and apply 
for help. 
“Your program continues to ensure that my 
son can participate along with his friends 
and encourage social skill development. I 
thought when I lost my job, I wouldn't be 
able to give him this opportunity.“ 

A grateful parent 

Patricia lived with an abusive partner for almost 30 years. She connected with a 
local shelter several years ago and has received ongoing counselling since that time.  

During the past year, Patricia began working towards leaving her abusive partner 
and dealing with her addiction issues with alcohol, which she used to cope with the 
pain of her relationship. Three months ago, Patricia was finally able to leave her 
partner for good with her Care Lead support on the phone with her during the exit.  

Now, Patricia is living independently, away from her abuser. The shelter continues to 
safety plan, counsel, support and remain a steady, reliable touchstone for Patricia 
and her existing and emerging needs. For the first time in her adult life, Patricia 
knows what freedom feels like and she looks forward to a brighter future.  

Patricia’s 
Journey: 
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